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Gallagher greets a new director

XU grad Ryan Spolar has been named director after a semester of vacancy
B Y E MILY C ROFT
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Gallagher Student Center
(GSC) has officially appointed Ryan Spolar as the new director, who offers a fresh lens
and a deep-rooted love for the
Xavier community.
Spolar is an Ohioan at heart,
growing up in the Cleveland
area and settling in Cincinnati
at Xavier for his undergraduate degree. He continued his
education at Xavier by attending the post-graduate counseling program and working
as the graduate assistant for
Commuter Services.
The new director position
officially began for Spolar on
Jan. 3, but he has been running the show in GSC since
the first few weeks of August.
Spolar spent last semester
as the temporary GSC director before the position was
officially open for applications.
During his undergraduate
experience, Spolar spent plenty of time getting involved
on campus. He participated in
activities like Manresa Orientation, as both a team leader
and Core member, Student
Government Association and
even worked at GSC as a student employee.
He noted that his past ex-

periences in the community
have fueled his aspirations for
future endeavors as the new
GSC director.
“For me, Xavier really did
develop into a second home,
so now to be in a position
where I can do the same for
students is such a fulfilling
experience,” Spolar said.
This semester, Spolar is
thrilled to be the director
with a more permanent mindset than last semester.
“As a temp, my primary responsibility was righting the
ship, but now as a permanent
director, I am fully invested in
this experience,” Spolar stated.
His day to day operations
focus around the activities of
GSC as a whole, but his overarching responsibility is people-focused. He noted the diversity of student groups on
campus utilizing the student
center, so Spolar and his team
try to accommodate as much
as they can.
“We want as much of the
building to be as welcoming
to as many different people as
possible,” Spolar said.
Spolar describes his job as
being a communication hub,
as it is vital for him to stay in
contact with other resources
around campus to keep things
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working correctly for the students and staff in GSC. He
added that it is key for him to
be quick on his feet and good
at problem-solving, as Spolar
has to react to any unexpected
problems that arise within the
building.
Last semester was full of
events that held a lot of significance for the Xavier community, and Spolar is proud to
have been a part of them.
One memory that stuck out
to Spolar was the inauguration
week for Dr. Colleen Hanycz,
which held two events inside
GSC and was accompanied by
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check-in for family weekend at
the same time.
“Some key pivotal moments
in a student’s life can be in
this building, and that really
appeals to me,” he said.
Looking forward, Spolar
said that next school year will
be full of excitement for him.
“The breadth of stuff that
happens in here from day to
day that students and faculty
have the ability to take part in
is something that always fascinates me,” Spolar added.
When he’s not in GSC
working on planning events
and ensuring the smoothness
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of operations of the building, Spolar spends his free
time reading and running.
He is passionate about mental
health and wants to incorporate more awareness into his
position on campus.
Although he is from
Browns territory, Spolar is
still an avid fan of the Bengals, and his favorite bird is
the bluebird because of how
sweet they are.
The Gallagher Student
Center is open from 6 a.m. until 2 a.m. to students. Spolar
is available in his office on the
first floor.
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Flynn Hall now provides self tests
On-campus resource is available to students who want a COVID-19 test

B Y J ULIA L ANKISCH
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Xavier students can now
use their ALL Cards to pick
up COVID-19 self tests at
Flynn Hall.
This policy went into effect
in mid-January. Xavier students were formally alerted
on Jan. 31 in the Xavier Student Weekly email.
According to COVID-19
Task Force member Kevin
Lavelle, XUPD was provided
about 1,000 tests to be handed
out to students, but they can
request more when necessary
from Physical Plant.
Xavier is also working with
community partners to maintain a steady supply as needed.
As of Wednesday, approximately 250 tests have been
claimed.
Lavelle added that it is important for students experiencing symptoms to use testing at Health Services as their
first course of action.
The Health United Building still tests students for
Newswire photo by Robbie Dzierzanowski
free, and appointments can be
made by calling Xavier Health Flynn Hall, Xavier’s Police Station, is now offering up to four COVID-19 self tests per student. The university was provided
Services at 513-745-3022, op- around 1,000 tests this winter. Students need to provide their ALL Card in order to pick up their tests.
tion 3.
Assistant Chief of Police billion tests to send out to their tests from the govern- already claimed a test can also
There are also a host of Greg Haigis said that Xavier U.S. households for free. Stu- ment, the high price of tests pick up a second on a different
free testing sites, which can be got lucky with the timing of dents can request up to four at drugstores and national day.
found by entering your loca- acquiring these tests, noting tests per household.
shortages, Haigis believes the
Students should contact
tion on the U.S. Department that they were ordered days
tests
at
Flynn
are
a
great
opthe
non-emergency phone at
With supply chain issues
of Health and Human Ser- before the Biden Administra- preventing people who have tion for students looking for Flynn Hall at 513-745-2000
vices’ website.
tion began amassing their one ordered them from receiving self-tests. Students who have with any questions.

How do you feel about
in-person classes
& COVID-19?

January 31, 2022
Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
B Y C HLOE S ALVESON

•

Senior Director of Auxiliary Services Bill
Moran spoke with the Senate about changing the Hoff Dining Commons’ allergens
station. The plan is to create a station to
avoid gluten and to have specialized mobile
ordering to accommodate the other seven major allergens. This shift is expected
to take place after Spring Break. The Caf
will be further renovated this summer as
well.

•

Moran also noted that the Health United
Building turnstiles will be repaired later
this spring. This summer, residential buildings will have One Pass access installed
and Commons renovations will be completed.

•

The Raising Joy Club and Irish Culture Club
were granted official club status.

•

There are currently four Senate vacancies.

•

Sen. Diego Pulido, along with the Student
Rights and Identity Committee, will meet
with Assistant Director of Undergraduate
Admissions Mike Garcia about SGA informational brochures for prospective students.

Take this quick Newswire
survey!
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Breyer retires, leaving seat vacant
Biden promises to appoint a Black woman to the Supreme Court to fill seat

B Y A NDREW Z ERMAN
6WDৼ:ULWHU
6XSUHPH&RXUW-XVWLFH6WHSKHQ %UH\HU DQQRXQFHG KLV
UHWLUHPHQWODVWZHHNFRQFOXGLQJ QHDUO\ WKUHH GHFDGHV RI 
VHUYLFHRQWKHQDWLRQ·VKLJKHVW
FRXUW+LVYDFDQF\JLYHV3UHVLGHQW-RH%LGHQDFKDQFHWRDSSRLQWKLVILUVW6XSUHPH&RXUW
-XVWLFH%LGHQZDVSURPLVHGWR
DSSRLQWD%ODFNZRPDQWRWKH
FRXUW
%UH\HU  LV WKH ROGHVW PHPEHU RI  WKH 6XSUHPH
&RXUW +H ZDV DSSRLQWHG WR
WKH6XSUHPH&RXUWLQE\
IRUPHUSUHVLGHQW%LOO&OLQWRQ
%UH\HULVFRQVLGHUHGD/LEHUDOPHPEHURI WKHFRXUWEXW
GLVOLNHVEHLQJODEHOHGDVVXFK
VWDWLQJKHEHOLHYHVWKDWMXGJHV
VKRXOG QRW OHW SROLWLFDO DIILOLDWLRQV LQIOXHQFH KRZ WKH\ LQWHUSUHWWH[WV
$ 0DUWLQ4XLQQ VFRUH
DQDO\VLV FRQGXFWHG E\ $[LRV
ZKLFK UDQNV MXVWLFHV RQ WKH
EDVLV RI  WKHLU SDUWLVDQVKLS
OLVWV%UH\HUDVWKHIRXUWKPRVW
SDUWLVDQMXGJH+HWUDLOV6DPXHO $OLWR &ODUHQFH 7KRPDV
DQG6RQLD6RWRPD\RU
7KHFXUUHQWPDNHXSRI WKH
6XSUHPH &RXUW IHDWXUHV VL[
MXVWLFHV ZKR ZHUH DSSRLQWHG
E\ 5HSXEOLFDQ SUHVLGHQWV DQG
WKUHHDSSRLQWHGE\'HPRFUDW-

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP

Stephen Breyer, a liberal judge on the Supreme Court, announced his retirement from the Supreme Court last
week. Biden has received mixed responses for his promise to appoint a Black woman to Breyer’s vacant seat.

LFSUHVLGHQWV
/DWH6XSUHPH&RXUW-XVWLFH
DQGORQJWLPHIULHQGRI %UH\HU
5XWK %DGHU *LQVEXUJ SDVVHG
DZD\ LQ 6HSWHPEHU 
SURPSWLQJ IRUPHU 3UHVLGHQW
'RQDOG 7UXPS WR VROLGLI\ D
 FRQVHUYDWLYH VXSHUPDMRULW\EHIRUHKLVWHUPHQGHG
%UH\HU KDV IDFHG SUHVVXUH

IURP 'HPRFUDWV WR UHWLUH
GXULQJ %LGHQ·V SUHVLGHQF\
DQG WKH 'HPRFUDWLF PDMRULW\
LQ WKH 6HQDWH +LV UHWLUHPHQW
GXULQJ WKH %LGHQ SUHVLGHQF\
FRXOG DYRLG D SRWHQWLDO 
&RQVHUYDWLYH 6XSUHPH &RXUW
PDMRULW\LQWKHIXWXUH
´+H WKRXJKW KH VKRXOG
WDNHLQWRDFFRXQWWKHIDFWWKDW

Newswire sits down with Turner

B Y E THAN N ICHOLS
6WDৼ:ULWHU
)RUPHUVWDWHVHQDWRU1LQD
7XUQHU KDV DQQRXQFHG KHU
FDQGLGDF\ IRU &RQJUHVV VHWWLQJ XS D FRQWHQWLRXV SULPDU\ EDWWOH ZLWK 5HS 6KRQWHO
%URZQ '2KLR ,Q DQ LQWHUYLHZ ZLWK Newswire 7XUQHU
GLVFXVVHG KHU FXUUHQW FDPSDLJQ IRU 2KLR·V WK &RQJUHVVLRQDO 'LVWULFW DQG WKH
VSHFLDO SULPDU\ HOHFWLRQ VKH
ORVWLQ$XJXVW
7XUQHU LV EHVW NQRZQ IRU
EHLQJFRFKDLURI 6HQ%HUQLH
6DQGHUV·  SUHVLGHQWLDO
FDPSDLJQ DQG KHU FULWLFLVP
RI  ´HVWDEOLVKPHQWµ 'HPRFUDWV
´ ,·P D  KHOOUDLVLQJ KXPDQLWDULDQµ 7XUQHU VDLG
6KH HPSKDVL]HG KHU VXSSRUW
IRU0HGLFDUHIRU$OOD*UHHQ
1HZ 'HDO H[SDQGLQJ WKH
&KLOG 7D[ &UHGLW DQG ORZHULQJSUHVFULSWLRQGUXJSULFHV
´7KHVH DUH XQSUHFHGHQWHG
WLPHVµ 7XUQHU VDLG LQ D YLGHRDQQRXQFLQJKHUFDPSDLJQ
´2XU OHDGHUV FDQ·W VHWWOH IRU
MXVW HQRXJK« :H GHVHUYH D
YRLFHIRUFKDQJHLQ:DVKLQJWRQµ
7XUQHU VWUHVVHG WKDW VKH
ZDV VHHNLQJ HOHFWLRQ LQ D
´QHZGLVWULFW ZLWK QHZYRWHUVDQGDQHZWLPHµ
7KH VHDW ³ YDFDWHG ZKHQ
QRZ6HFUHWDU\ RI  +RXVLQJ
DQG 8UEDQ 'HYHORSPHQW
0DUFLD )XGJH UHVLJQHG WR

DFFHSW KHU FXUUHQW UROH LQ
WKH %LGHQ $GPLQLVWUDWLRQ ³
FXUUHQWO\ LQFOXGHV SDUWV RI 
&X\DKRJDDQG6XPPLW&RXQWLHVDQGVWUHWFKHVIURP&OHYHODQGWR$NURQ
´7KHUHZLOOEHDORWRI SHRSOH LQ WKLV GLVWULFW ZKR GLG
QRWKDYHDFKDQFHWRZHLJKLQ
GXULQJDVSHFLDOHOHFWLRQ7KLV
LVDQHZWLPHµVKHVDLG
$XJXVW·V VSHFLDO HOHFWLRQ
SULPDU\ EHFDPH D EDWWOHJURXQG EHWZHHQ WKH 'HPRFUDWLF3DUW\·VSURJUHVVLYHDQG
HVWDEOLVKPHQWZLQJV
7XUQHU ZDV HQGRUVHG E\
6DQGHUV DV ZHOO DV 5HS $OH[DQGULD
2FDVLR&RUWH]
'1< DQG WKH :RUNLQJ
)DPLOLHV3DUW\
%URZQRQWKHRWKHUKDQG
ZDV EDFNHG E\ IRUPHU 6HFUHWDU\RI 6WDWH+LOODU\&OLQWRQ
5HS-LP&O\EXUQ'6&DQG
5HS-R\FH%HDWW\'2KLR
,QWKHVSHFLDOHOHFWLRQRYHU
 5HSXEOLFDQV YRWHG IRU
%URZQLQWKH'HPRFUDWLFSULPDU\DQG%URZQZRQE\MXVW
RYHUYRWHV
´:HKDYHWRTXHVWLRQZK\
5HSXEOLFDQVZRXOGFURVVRYHU
LQ WKDW VSHFLDO HOHFWLRQ DQG
REYLRXVO\VLGHZLWKP\QXPEHURQHFRPSHWLWLRQµ7XUQHU
VDLG
'XULQJDQGDIWHUKHU
FDPSDLJQ 7XUQHU FDPH XQGHUILUHIRUPDNLQJFRQWURYHUVLDOUHPDUNV
$ FRPPHQW PDGH E\
7XUQHU LQ  UHVXUIDFHG

GXULQJWKHUDFHLQZKLFK
VKHFRPSDUHGYRWLQJIRU3UHVLGHQW %LGHQ WR ´HDWLQJ D ERZO
RI VK Wµ
´,W·V OLNH VD\LQJ WR VRPHERG\ ¶<RX KDYH D ERZO RI 
VK W LQ IURQW RI  \RX DQG DOO
\RX·YHJRWWRGRLVHDWKDOI RI 
LWLQVWHDGRI WKHZKROHWKLQJ·µ
7XUQHUVDLGRI WKHFKRLFHEHWZHHQ YRWLQJ IRU %LGHQ DQG
IRUPHU SUHVLGHQW 'RQDOG
7UXPS´,W·VVWLOOVK Wµ
7KH FRPPHQW ZDV FULWLFL]HG E\ VXSSRUWHUV RI  WKH
SUHVLGHQW
6XSSRUWHUV RI  7XUQHU
FODLPHG VKH ZDV H[SUHVVLQJ
GLVDSSRLQWPHQW LQ %LGHQ·V
SUHVLGHQF\ DQG KLV GLVPLVVDO
RI  FRPPRQ SURJUHVVLYH SULRULWLHV
%URZQ KDV DOVR EHHQ FULWLFL]HG IRU FRQWURYHUVLDO VWDWHPHQWV
,Q D IRUXP KRVWHG E\ WKH
&OHYHODQG 6WRQHZDOO 'HPRFUDWVODVW\HDU%URZQUHIHUUHG
WR EHLQJ JD\ DV D ´OLIHVW\OHµ
DQG PLVJHQGHUHG D WUDQVJHQGHUSHUVRQPXOWLSOHWLPHV
7KH FRPPHQWV OHG WKH
6WRQHZDOO 'HPRFUDWV D SUR
/*%7 FDXFXV WR HQGRUVH
7XUQHULQWKHSULPDU\
7XUQHU PDLQWDLQV WKDW VKH
LV´EROGO\VWDQGLQJXSIRUZKDW
LVULJKWµ
´3HRSOH DUH YHU\ PXFK
DZDUHWKDWWKHLUQHHGVDUHQRW
EHLQJPHWRUEHLQJDGGUHVVHG
DQGWKDWWKH\DUHEHLQJOHIWEHKLQGµ

WKLVZDVDQRSSRUWXQLW\IRUD
'HPRFUDWLF SUHVLGHQW ³ DQG
KH ZDV DSSRLQWHG E\ D 'HPRFUDWLFSUHVLGHQW³WRILOOKLV
SRVLWLRQ ZLWK VRPHRQH ZKR
LV OLNHPLQGHGµ WKH MXVWLFH·V
EURWKHU&KDUOHV%UH\HUVDLG
%LGHQ DQQRXQFHG KLV SODQ
WR QRPLQDWH D MXVWLFH E\ WKH
HQG RI  )HEUXDU\ JLYLQJ WKH

DGPLQLVWUDWLRQ D PRQWK WR
PDNHWKHGHFLVLRQIRU%UH\HU·V
UHSODFHPHQW
%LGHQ YRZHG ZKLOH FDPSDLJQLQJ WKDW LI  KH KDG D
6XSUHPH &RXUW YDFDQF\ KH
ZRXOGQRPLQDWHD%ODFNZRPDQZKLFKZRXOGEHDKLVWRULF
ILUVW7KLVPRYHKDVVSDUNHGD
PL[RI FULWLFLVPDQGVXSSRUW
´+H VKRXOG QRW EH FKRRVLQJ D 6XSUHPH &RXUW -XVWLFH
RQ WKH FRORU RI  WKHLU VNLQ RU
VH[EXWUDWKHURQWKHLUTXDOLILFDWLRQV DQG FRPPLWPHQW WR
XSKROGRXUFRQVWLWXWLRQµIRUPHU865HS7XOVL*DEEDUG
'+DZDLLVDLG
6HQ 'LFN 'XUELQ ',OO
GHIHQGHG %LGHQ E\ DUJXLQJ
WKDW 3UHVLGHQWV 5RQDOG 5HDJDQ DQG 7UXPS DOVR DLPHG
WRDGYRFDWHIRUZRPHQRQWKH
FRXUW
´7KLV LV QRW WKH ILUVW WLPH
WKDW D SUHVLGHQW KDV VLJQDOHG
ZKDWWKH\DUHORRNLQJIRULQD
QRPLQHHµKHVDLG
2QFH D QRPLQDWLRQ LV DQQRXQFHG E\ WKH SUHVLGHQW
KHDULQJVZLOOEHKHOGIRUWKDW
FDQGLGDWH$YRWHPDMRULW\
LQ WKH 6HQDWH LV UHTXLUHG IRU
WKH MXVWLFH WR EH FRQILUPHG
7KH 6HQDWH LV FXUUHQWO\ VSOLW
 DORQJ SDUW\ OLQHV DQG
9LFH3UHVLGHQW.DPDOD+DUULV
ZLOOFDVWWKHVWYRWHLQWKH
HYHQWRI DWLH
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,UDQ KDV DJUHHG WR DOORZ 
D VPDOO QXPEHU RI  ZRPHQ WR ZDWFK WKH FRXQWU\·V :RUOG &XS TXDOLILHU
6RXUFHV VD\ WKLV LV D VOLSSHU\VORSH -DQ 



+RSLQJ WR GLVFUHGLW WKH
SRUQ DFWUHVV 6WRUP\
'DQLHOV GXULQJ KHU WULDO
ODZ\HU 0LFKDHO $YHQHWWL 
DVNHG 'DQLHOV KHU YLHZV
RQ JKRVWV DQG KDXQWHG
KRXVHV+HUHIHUHQFHGKHU
SRGFDVW LQ ZKLFK VKH GLVFXVVHVDKDXQWHGGROO´6XVDQµZKRFDOOVKHU´PRPP\µ -DQ 

7XUNLVK 3UHVLGHQW 5HFHS7D\\LS(UGRJDQKDV
ILUHG KLV JRYHUQPHQW·V
VWDWLVWLFVFKLHI DIWHUGDWD
UHSRUWHGWKDWODVW\HDU·V
LQIODWLRQ UDWH UHDFKHG D
ZKRSSLQJ  :D\
WR VKRRW WKH PHVVHQJHU
-DQ 
7DOLEDQUHEUDQG$QXQPDUULHG SUHJQDQW MRXUQDOLVW IRUFHG WR OHDYH
4DWDU KDV EHHQ RIIHUHG
UHIXJH E\ WKH 7DOLEDQ
ZKLFK QRZ FODLPV WR
EH RXW KHUH VXSSRUWLQJ
ZRPHQ -DQ 
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Daniels, according to Avenetti, is referred to as “mommy” by a doll.
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Burkina Faso’s president deposed
B Y I VY L EWIS
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Lt. Col. Paul-Henri Sandaogo Damiba has declared
himself President of Burkina Faso, ousting former leader Roch Kaboré in a military
coup. Burkina Faso has been
suspended from the 15-member Economic Community of
West African States (ECOWAS) following the coup.
The military has announced the suspension of
Burkina Faso’s constitution,
dissolved the government and
closed the country’s borders.
The coup follows months of
widespread protest against
the government’s failure to
respond to the threat of terrorism in the region.
The statement announcing the coup was broadcast
on state television. It stated
that the coup had been enacted without violence and that
those detained were at a secure location.
“MPSR, which includes
all sections of the army, has
decided to end President
Kaboré’s post today,” an announcer said.
MPSR is the French-language acronym for the Patriotic Movement for Safeguard
and Restoration, a previously
little-known political entity
that claims to be the new governmental power in Burkina
Faso.
Kaboré’s party announced
that the president had survived an assassination at-

tempt and that his personal
residence had been entered
without permission. Gunfire
was reported in the area surrounding Kaboré’s home.
ECOWAS has not imposed
any sanctions on Burkina
Faso but will have the option
to do so following a meeting
with the remaining member
states in the upcoming week.
The coup is the latest in a
series of military takeovers
in the region, including Guinea and Mali. Damiba has received widespread condemnation for his anti-democratic
practices but appears to have
some public support.
“It’s the liberation of a
country, which was being
governed by people who were
incompetent,”
Burkinabé
schoolteacher Julienne Traore
commented.
The current military takeover was preceded by another attempted coup. In 2015,
the military seized power in
Burkina Faso only to release
control seven days later, after
which Kaboré was appointed
as President.
Damiba is known for his
strong ideological positions,
including his rejection of
foreign aid. He is a classically-trained commander.
“He believes that Africa
should bear responsibility for
its own problems, rather than
relying on the West or anyone
else,” a security source reported to BBC.
The mixed response to the
coup can be understood in

4
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the historical context of the
ECOWAS, which has been
criticized for failing to reduce
poverty or protect Burkinabé
people from ongoing extremist violence. Kaboré’s government has been criticized due
to alleged corruption.
“The happenings in the
region tell us that not everybody has accepted democracy
as the preferred mode of governance,” Akufo-Addo, President of Ghana and chairman
of the ECOWAS, said.
Following similar coups
over the past two years,
ECOWAS has suffered from

the perception that they lack
credibility. Sanctions have
been imposed on both Mali
and Guinea and may be imposed on Burkina Faso after
the remaining states discuss
the issue.
Unlike the mixed response
documented in the nation
itself, the international response to the coup has been
decidedly against the actions
of Damiba and related military rulers.
The U.S. State Department
issued a statement addressing
the military takeover, in which
they acknowledged that for-

mer President Kaboré had
been detained by the army and
called for his release.
When asked if Washington was undertaking a coup
assessment, the State Department said that it was “too
soon” to officially categorize
the developments in West Africa as a coup or not.
UN
Secretary-General
António Guterres also issued
a response to the situation.
“The Secretary-General
strongly condemns any attempted takeover of government by the force of arms,”
the statement said.

center narrowly prevailed in
the U.S. and Ireland, established centrists failed to win
the German, Peruvian and
Chilean elections last year.
The center-right Christian
Democratic Union in Germany collapsed after longtime
leader Angela Merkel stepped
down.
In 2017, the party was the
most voted for in 13 states; in
the 2021 election, they were
first in only two. The leftwing Social Democrats and
the Greens made the biggest
gains and the far-right Alternative for Deutschland also
retained support.
This isn’t just a European
phenomenon, either. In the
first round of the 2021 Chilean election, the center right
and left candidates lost out to
the political extremes.
In Chile, the center collapsed in favor of far-left and
far-right candidates. The candidates were the 35-year-old
Gabriel Boric, a self-described
libertarian-socialist, and Jose
Antonio Kast, a supporter of
the former dictator Augusto
Pinochet.
Boric ended up winning in
an upset, becoming one of the
youngest leaders in the world.
While I don’t want Neo-Nazis or Marxist-Leninists to
lead the U.S., I do think that

there will be a dramatic shakeup to American politics in the
near future. People are fed up
with status quo do-nothing
politicians. Biden’s brand of
politics might have worked
in the 2000s, but it definitely
doesn’t work in the 2020s.

We need young blood in
politics thinking up new ideas
and new solutions instead
of geriatric old guys trying
to make decisions that they
won’t live to see — decisions
based on ideals of moderation
from a bygone era.

Opinion: From the U.S. to Chile, centrism is in retreat
B Y S EBASTIAN A GUILAR
6WDৼ:ULWHU
In the summer of 2019,
President Joe Biden promised
“nothing would fundamentally change.” This statement
couldn’t be more accurate
for his brand of politics, and
Biden’s lack of achievements
in his first year shows the
failures of status quo centrist
politics.
Moderate candidates for
both parties have increasingly lost party primaries to
those farther on the right and
left wings. This isn’t just an
American phenomenon, but a
global one.
Centrism in this global political climate is on the downswing electorally. In the 2020
Irish election, the two centrist
parties Fine Gael and Fianna
Fáil lost their majority to the
left wing Sinn Féin and Green
parties.
Sinn Féin received 24% of
the vote compared to the historic centrist front-runners,
which only received around
22% each.
Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael
formed a coalition government with the Green party,
forcing the electoral winner
Sinn Féin into opposition.
This election is similar to
the 2020 Democratic primary

where Sen. Bernie Sanders,
I-Vt., had a meteoric rise in
popular support as a left-wing
candidate against an assortment of centrists.
When Sanders looked like
he would steamroll his competition, centrist candidates
dropped out and endorsed Joe
Biden, sending their voters
Biden’s way.
Even Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., who was more
ideologically similar to Sanders than to Biden, endorsed
Biden. This pushed him into
the nomination and subsequently the presidency.
In the Irish election, the
Green Party — a party more
aligned with Sinn Féin than
with centrists — pushed the
centrist coalition into government instead of forcing another election.
The centrists of both countries had to pull out all the
stops to halt popular political
movements in their respective
countries, and it has backfired
for both.
Biden’s approval rate, according to FiveThirtyEight,
is only at 42%. According to
Politico, 33% of voters say
they would vote for the left
wing Sinn Féin, a 9% increase
from their most recent meteoric performance.
While the establishment

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIFRPPRQVZLNLPHGLDRUJ
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Baseball Hall of Lame

xaviernewswire.com

The Baseball Hall of Fame
officially has a problem. Instead of recognizing the best
players in the game’s history,
it recognizes the most media-friendly players. This was
proven last week when the
only player inducted into the
Hall of Fame was former Boston Red Sox slugger David
Ortiz.
Let me preface this by saying that I’m a diehard Red Sox
fan –– I love Ortiz, and I categorically believe he should’ve
been a first-ballot induction
into the Hall. This isn’t a
knock on him or his accomplishments. It is, however, a
knock on the Baseball Writers
Association of America (BBWAA) and their flawed and
antiquated process for deciding who is inducted into the
Hall of Fame.
A little bit of background:
To get inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame, you need
75% of the votes from the 397
members of the BBWAA. In
theory, there shouldn’t be too
many issues with this process.
If enough people across baseball media think a player is de-

serving of the Hall of Fame, tion, leaving all three to run
out of Hall of Fame eligibilithen they’re in.
The issues lie in the objec- ty. Schilling’s issues are differtivity of the voting process. If ent from Bonds and Clemens,
a player wasn’t the friendliest so I’m going to focus on the
with reporters in his playing two of them.
Bonds is the MLB redays, they may be more motivated to keep him out of the cord-holder for most home
runs,
Hall of
There’s no reason (Bonds and s m a s h Fame.
&OHPHQV  VKRXOG EH H[FOXGHG ing 762
The
IURPWKH+DOORI )DPHEXWWKH\ in his
B B were kept out due to the steroids c a r e e r
W A A
DQGEHFDVXHWKH\KDGDSRRUUHS- en route
election
utation with the media.
to seven
voting
M o s t
rules
Player
(MVP)
state that: “Voting shall be Valuable
based upon the player’s re- awards. He has a career oncord, playing ability, integrity, base percentage (OBP) of
sportsmanship, character and .444. For reference, if you
contributions to the team(s) took all of Bonds’ 762 home
on which the player played.” runs and turned them into
The key word in that sentence outs, he would have a career
is “character.” Determining OBP of .384. That would be
the character of a player is higher than Ortiz’s career
an entirely subjective exercise OBP of .380.
However, Bonds (like Orthat can be interpreted differtiz) was rumored to be on the
ently by each voter.
In the last few election cy- list of players who tested poscles, it’s fair to say that Barry itive for steroids in 2003, beBonds, Roger Clemens and fore the MLB initiated manCurt Schilling were all neg- datory testing. Bonds was
atively impacted by the loose later convicted on one count
character clause interpreta- of obstruction of justice re-

lating to questioning over his
steroid usage during a 2003
grand jury testimony against
his trainer.
Clemens, who won seven
Cy Young awards and one
MVP while amassing 354
wins and 4,672 strikeouts in
his career, was on trial for a
similar perjury case. However,
he was found not guilty on all
six counts.
The issue with those two
was that it’s a known fact they
used steroids during their
playing career. However, most
steroids weren’t a banned substance in baseball until 2005,
and once MLB started mandating testing, neither Clemens nor Bonds tested positive.
There’s no reason they should
be excluded from the Hall of
Fame, but they were kept out
due to the steroids and becasue they had a poor reputation
with the media.
Bonds and Clemens might
be the best two players to
ever play their respective positions; however, because they
used steroids in an era where
everybody was likely doing
something to get an edge and

because they weren’t Mr. Nice
Guys, you won’t see their bust
in the Baseball Hall of Fame.
That’s a real shame, and the
Hall of Fame needs to find a
way to fix the voting process.
Either lowering the 75% voting threshold (Bonds got 66%
of the vote while Clemens got
65.2% of the vote) or increasing the voting pool to include
more diversity than just the
BBWAA members would be
a start.
Until that happens, fans
won’t see some of the best
to ever play the game in their
rightful spot in the Hall.

The game of baseball is
struggling right now, and
it’s struggling mightily.
Baseball’s popularity compared to other major American sports has arguably never been worse than it is right
now. According to sports
business website Front Office Sports , The MLB saw
just over 45 million fans attend regular season games
in 2021, compared to over
68 million in 2019. 2021’s attendance figure is the lowest
on record for the MLB since
1984, when Ronald Reagan
was President.
Not only is attendance
dropping, but the MLB and
the MLB Players Association find themselves mired
in the first lockout in professional baseball in over 25
years, with seemingly no end
in sight and a regular season
delay almost inevitable.
I say all of that to say this:
why? Why isn’t a game with

such rich history, market- ball commissioner, my mothable young stars and inter- er ran a significant portion
national reach dominating of the baseball being played
the sports column year after in my hometown of Glen
year? There is no singular Ellyn, Ill., so it is safe to say
answer; rather, there are a the game was a pretty high
multitude of answers that priority in our house.
crucial to understanding
Being so immersed in the
why baseball is where it is culture of baseball helped
today. A look into the insti- me to see a lot of its shorttution
comUnlike its more successful sport i n g s .
o
f
FRXQWHUSDUWV WKH ÀQDQFLDO EDUULHU Y e s ,
youth
IRUHQWU\LQWR\RXWKEDVHEDOODWWKH t h e
basetravel level is extremely high.
ball is
game
a great
is too
place to start.
slow. Yes, there are few opThe game of baseball, portunities for players to
America’s favorite pastime touch the ball. Yes, it is borif you will, has been in my ing to watch on TV. All of
life since I had enough coor- these surface level points
dination to hold a baseball are absolutely true, but they
bat and swing it. I grew up don’t tell the full story.
a part of the youth baseball
In my experience, there
circuit, spending my sum- is one other point that namers traveling to baseball tional pundits and those atdiamonds located in some of tempting to “fix” the game at
the most obscure places I’ll a professional level miss out
ever visit. As the youth base- on in their analyses of what’s

wrong with the game. Baseball, especially at the youth
through early high-school
levels, has become a game of
the haves and the have nots.
Unlike its more successful sport counterparts, the
financial barrier for entry
into youth baseball at the
travel level is extremely
high. Just signing up to play
travel league baseball is now
at least $1,500 a year for
any half-decent team, if not
more. That does not even
include the additional fees
for a bat, glove, cleats, bat
bag, helmet, batting gloves
and other personal safety
equipment necessary to not
lose your ability to have kids
someday or to keep your two
front teeth. That list does
not include other recommended accessories, such as
sunglasses and wrist guards,
nor does it include the costs
for even the basic uniform
and team pictures.

You might be asking yourself: What does this have to
do with the declining popularity of the MLB? Simply
put, when the very foundation of your sport inherently
excludes even middle-class
families from having the financial wherewithal to have
their kids to play baseball
at a competitive level, fewer
people care.
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All’s OK with Ukraine and Russia
As of this very moment,
Russian troops are beginning to line the border between their homeland and
Ukraine, prepared to invade
their neighboring country.
We may be on the brink of
a lightning war, or worse.
While this conflict may be
new to some, we are only
seeing the boiling point in a
conflict that has been brewing for quite some time.
Even if Russia were to
invade Ukraine, it wouldn’t
be the first time in the last
10 years. Back in the spring
of 2014, Russia invaded and
subsequently annexed the
Crimean Peninsula after a
Ukrainian conflict. If you
were to go back farther than
that, Russia and Ukraine
have been feuding over the
Crimean Peninsula for centuries. The point is, this is
nothing new.
Even more recently, Russia has been trying to alter the European Security

Treaty (EST) in 2021 with
a U.S.-Russia treaty. According to the International
Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), these alterations
include “seek9ing0 to ban
NATO enlargement, U.S. or
NATO cross-border troop
deployments, NATO or U.S.
cooperation with non-member states to the East.”
Putin is clear in his intention of trying to push
back on western influence in
Eastern Europe and expand
Russia’s sphere of influence.
His revisions and redrafts of
these treaties also wants “the
return of U.S. nuclear weapons to the continental United States and elimination of
NATO’s nuclear-sharing arrangements.”
While Russia would be
invading Ukraine, their aim
is to dismantle nuclear and
Cold War treaties that limit
the power of Russia and try
to maintain peace throughout all of Europe.

Several politicians and
some parts of the media are
fearing the worst with this
invasion looming and the
phrase “World War III” gets
tossed around along with
“Lightning War” and other
conflict related buzzwords.
However, if a third global war were to break out, it
would’ve been back in January 2020 when the United States bombed Iran and
killed Qasem Solemani. In
that case, the Iraninan general’s assassination caused
an uproar between the U. S.
and Iran that nearly sent the
world into a full-fledged war,
being de-escalated before it
was able to get out of hand.
This is not a global
threat, nor is it anywhere
near a global threat. Russia
is currently acting against
Ukraine and the entirety
of NATO. France, Spain,
Bulgaria, the Netherlands,
Lithuania and Denmark are
ready to mobilize troops in

a potential response to Russia. Even if Russia were to
begin a full-scale invasion
of Ukraine, most of Western Europe along with the
United States will be there
to stomp out any semblance
of an invasion.
So stop fanning the fearmongering flames. This is
nowhere near the global catastrophe that the first two
world wars were; hell, it
pales in comparison to the
annexation of Crimea and
other smaller, more recent
conflicts.
While it is concerning
that Putin is getting aggressive to the point of
surrounding Ukraine and
attempting to alter treaties
that have stood for decades,
the truth is that his allies
are few and far between.
Even in a worst case scenario where a full scale invasion is launched, his closest
possible ally is Belarus, but
the firepower of those two

countries combined stands
no chance against those who
oppose them.
We are making a mountain out of a molehill. This
is not a potential global war,
this is not Putin about to go
on a conquest across Europe and this is certainly not
something to spend too much
time on as long as you’re not
actively in Ukraine or the
military. This too shall pass,
and to believe that this is a
marker of the end of time is
absurd.

*UDG\%RULVLVDÀUVW
year English major.
+HLVDVWDIIZULWHUIRU
Newswire IURP *UDI
WRQ0DVV
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A tribute to Jackie Robinson’s 100th birthday
This centennial anniversary is a great opportunity
to reflect on the legacy of
civil rights in the United
States and the life and career
of the man who broke the
color barrier in professional
sports.
Jackie
Robinson
and
Branch Rickey, the general
manager of the Brooklyn
Dodgers at the time, knew
that they were going to face
resistance.
I’m sure that they had
many conversations about
the ramifications of their
decisions and came to the
conclusion that Robinson
needed to be as perfect and
saint-like as possible.
Any small incident could
have been the end of his career and any social progress
that the two were trying to
make.
Professional athletes have
a lot to worry about just in
the confines of the sport that
they play. Contract negotiations, public persona and performing your part well for
the team are overwhelming

in and of themselves. Add
to that the public perception
of an entire group of people
and you can understand how
Jackie Robinson was always
hyper-aware of what was at
stake.
I view Robinson’s story as
a look into a certain type of
social privilege. Many People of Color didn’t have any
room for people to see them
angry.
One of my favorite scenes
in any movie I have seen is
in the biopic 42, when Jackie
Robinson and Rickey meet
after a public outburst of anger by Robinson.
Rickey says to him, “Don’t
ever let people see you mad.”
According to accounts,
Robinson only expressed anger around people he knew
he could trust after that moment.
Personally, I have had a
similar experience. When I
was in middle school playing hockey, I used to get extremely and outwardly enraged whenever I let a goal
in.

I ended up writing the
number 42 on the end of my
hockey stick to remind me
that I needed to remain calm
so the other team couldn’t
see that they were getting to
me.
The sad truth is that some
people have a privilege to anger where others do not.
For many People of Color, women and those of other marginalized identities,
being assertive and letting
people know when they violate your boundaries — or
even your dignity as a person — is always going to be
perceived as irrational and
simple-minded.
In contrast, a White person, especially a White male,
is usually going to be perceived as assertive and willing to “say it how it is.”
A lot of people don’t let
others see them angry and
push down how they really
feel so they can advance in
society and the workplace.
The fact that a select
group of people in this
country don’t have the priv-

ilege of self-expression and
others do is simply wrong,
but that is just how it is.
Even today, public athletes receive backlash when
they express their personal
experiences and views of the
racial climate.
Just
recently,
Colin
Kaepernick was blacklisted from the NFL when executives at the front offices
deemed him to be a “liability” for exercising his First
Amendment right. LeBron
James was instructed to “shut
up and dribble” by a White
Fox News anchor when he
tried to say something about
the racial inequality in our
society.
I also see a mentality in
many sports fans that says
“be grateful” to professional
athletes, implying that they
are making a lot of money
being entertainers despite
being viewed as uneducated
and inarticulate.
The struggle of tolerating all the racial abuse and
balancing his public image
is the most definitive and

touching part of Robinson’s
legacy in my eyes.
He had every imaginable
reason to give up his career
in the MLB and lash out at
the horrible acts of racism
that he had to endure from
coaches, players, fans and
even his own teammates.
Despite all that, he endured. He put on a face of
poise and stoicism because
he understood that his cause
was bigger than just himself.
I hope that Robinson can
remind us of all the progress we have made while also
letting us know how much
work we still have ahead of
us in the future.

This article was originally
published on February, 13
2019 in the Sports Section
of the Newswire. It was
written by Joseph Cotton
the current Education and
Enrichment Coordinator
and the former Campus
News Editor.
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Xavier struggles to close, wins by 2

The Musketeers led by as much as 15 points in the second half against Butler
B Y J OE C LARK
6SRUWV(GLWRU
Despite their best efforts
to give the game away, Xavier
took care of business against
Butler at Cintas Center on
Wednesday with a 68-66 win.
Junior forward Zach Freemantle led the Musketeers
with 23 points in a dominant
performance.
The two teams were knotted up at 10-10 eight minutes
into the game after a jumper by graduate guard Aaron
Thompson. Xavier took a
15-10 lead after senior guard
Adam Kunkel was fouled on
a made jumper and knocked
down the free throw.
Xavier started the game
8-10 from inside the arc but
0-6 from beyond it. Xavier’s
inability to make threes prevented them from pulling
away in the first half, and
with 3:41 left Xavier led by
five, 22-17.
Freemantle had seven
points and three rebounds,
and Kunkel had five points
and five rebounds in the early going. With 35 seconds
to go in the first half, junior
forward Jerome Hunter hit
Xavier’s first three of the

a putback and was fouled.
He missed the free throw,
but Butler got the offensive
board. With 8.2 seconds left,
Xavier led 67-63.
A missed layup by Harris
with three seconds left and
subsequent rebound by Hunter sealed the win for the Musketeers.
A last-second three by
Taylor made the game appear
a little closer than it was, but
Xavier walked away with a
68-66 win.
It was Freemantle’s second
Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer
Xavier narrowly defeated Butler on Wednesday night at Cintas Center despite leading for the majority of game against Butler where he
WKHJDPH=DFK)UHHPDQWOHKDGSRLQWVZKLOH3DXO6FUXJJVKDGQLQHSRLQWVDQGÀYHDVVLVWVIRU;DYLHU finished in double figures.
game and the Musketeers
Xavier dominated in the
“Shooters shoot,” Free“They didn’t have two bigs
went into the halftime break paint, with 34 of their first 47 mantle said.
in the game the whole time,
up 29-26.
points coming from inside. It
Butler hung around late, so if they only got one big,
“I thought our shot selec- was a throwback game, with as a three by senior forward me or Nunge is gonna be fine
tion was good,” Xavier Head Xavier struggling to make Bryce Golden with 1:57 left in the post,” Freemantle said.
Coach Travis Steele said. threes but winning with their put the Bulldogs within eight “On top of that, we knew
“I thought we were getting interior presence and defense. at 64-56. A layup by sopho- what they were doing, so if
great looks, I thought we ran Freemantle was the spark for more Chuck Harris made it they’re gonna come out, we’re
better offense, I thought our Xavier, and his three to put a six-point game with just gonna flip our hips and try
ball moved,” he added. “If Xavier up 52-40 with just over a minute left. Fresh- to get high lows and not let
you try and force things in over eight minutes to go en- man Jayden Taylor convert- them touch the ball, because
basketball, you’re gonna look ergized the Cintas crowd.
ed a three-point play with 56 that’s all they try to do.”
bad.”
Freemantle seemed to have seconds left and Butler was
“We’re not gonna finish
An 8-2 Xavier run to open regained his stroke from the within four at 65-61.
that way ever again,” Steele
the second half gave them perimeter in the second half,
Freemantle went 2-2 from said.
a nine-point lead, and they as he knocked down another the line with 19.4 seconds left
Xavier returns to action
grew the lead to 11 at 41-30 one a few minutes later and to give Xavier some breath- at Cintas on Saturday at 2:00
after a Kunkel jumper with Xavier took a 60-46 lead with ing room at 67-61, but then p.m. against DePaul. Xavier
14:12 left in the game.
six minutes left to play.
freshman Simas Lukosius got won the last matchup 68-67.

Bengals advance to Super Bowl LVI against LA

B Y J AKE G EIGER
6WDৼ:ULWHU

The Cincinnati Bengals
shocked the NFL landscape
as they have reached their
first Super Bowl since 1989.
All three playoff games
came down to the final seconds. The Bengals defeated
the Las Vegas Raiders with
a game-winning interception
at home in addition to two
game-winning field goals
against the Titans and the
Chiefs on the road by rookie
phenom Evan McPherson.
They now face the LA
Rams at SoFi stadium in Los
Angeles.
The Rams came into the
playoffs as the No. 4 seed in
the NFC. Their road to the
Super Bowl has also been
quite the fairy tale.
The Rams defeated the Arizona Cardinals at home, won
on the road in Tampa Bay in
what would be Tom Brady’s
last game ever and defeated
their division rival San Francisco 49ers at home 20-17
after losing to them twice in
the regular season.
This Super Bowl features
quarterbacks Joe Burrow and
Matthew Stafford, who are
popular with the public. The
Bengals’ keys to victory are
doable, and that is why I think
they will defeat the Rams at
SoFi stadium.
The Rams have an excellent pass rush with All-Pros
Aaron Donald, Leonard
Floyd and Von Miller. The
biggest weakness this season

Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org

Joe Burrow led the Cincinnati Bengals to the Super Bowl, where the Bengals will matchup with the Los
Angeles Rams. Burrow has been dominant this postseason and will look to keep it up in the biggest game.

for the Bengals has been their
offensive line and protecting
Burrow. They haven’t done
much better in the playoffs,
as they allowed nine sacks

against the Tennessee Titans,
but they did limit the pressure against the Chiefs. Their
toughest test awaits in Los
Angeles. Cornerback Jalen

Ramsey is also a top player in
the league and will be the biggest challenge rookie wideout
Ja’Marr Chase has faced.
Ramsey is aggressive at

the line of scrimmage and
likes to be physical, so it will
be interesting to see how
Chase handles his physicality.
If the Bengals can limit the
rampant LA pressure, Burrow will be just fine finding
his weapons in Chase, Tyler
Boyd, Tee Higgins and running back Joe Mixon.
Another key for the Bengals is limiting All-Pro receiver Cooper Kupp, who led
the league in receiving yards
this season. Cornerbacks
Chidobe Awuzie, Eli Apple
and Mike Hilton all face this
daunting test. I think Hilton
may see the most of Kupp
since he is in the slot often.
The Rams also added wide
receiver Odell Beckham Jr.,
and he has flourished in his
time with LA. Forcing pressure at the offensive line will
be huge for the Bengals’ success, and defensive ends Trey
Hendrickson and Sam Hubbard have been successful this
entire season at doing that.
I predict a 30-23 win for
the Cincinnati Bengals over
the LA Rams. I think Burrow
plays a near-perfect game,
and the defense gets enough
stops to seal the victory.
I also think they can capitalize on Stafford’s erratic
play, as he tends to make a few
mistakes in games and forces
some throws.
Burrow will win the MVP
for the game and the Bengals’ future will be extremely bright with Burrow, Chase
and their weapons on both
sides of the ball.

@xaviernewswire
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Xavier goes 1-2 on Big East road trip

B Y W ILL P EMBROKE
6KRZ0DQDJHU

The women’s basketball
team went 1-1 on the road
this weekend with a close
overtime win on the road
against Georgetown followed
by an ugly 25-point loss to rival Villanova.
Xavier played one of their
better games of the season
against Georgetown, with
four starters finishing with
double-figure point totals.
Redshirt sophomore guard
Nia Clark led the way with 20
points and four made threepoint field goals on seven attempts. Junior guard Kae Satterfield finished 10-10 from
the free throw line along with
16 points and 15 rebounds.
Freshman forward Aanaya
Harris ended the game with
14 points, and redshirt junior
forward Ayanna Townsend
played a team high 40 minutes, finishing with 12 points.
For Georgetown, graduate
guard Milan Bolden-Morris paced the team with 21
points. Sophomore Kelsey
Ransom ended with 16 points,
and junior Graceann Bennett
finished with a 13-point, 13
rebound double-double.
Despite shooting a very respectable 36% from the threepoint line, the Hoyas struggled at the free throw line,

field goal percentage and
100% free throw shooting in
OT.
The second game of the
weekend did not go as planned
for the Musketeers. Coming
out of the gate, Xavier struggled to put the ball in the basket, shooting a meager 27%.
After the slow start, Xavier
came out strong after the half
shooting 65%, nailing two
threes.
For Xavier, Clark was the
only player to finish in double
figures with 11. A bright spot
for the Musketeers, however,
was Satterfield who poured
in nine points on four of six
shooting in just 21 minutes.
For Villanova, junior Maddy Siegrist led the way, dropping 30 points and nine rebounds in just 30 minutes.
Sophomore Lior Garzon finished second on the team in
points with 23.
On Wednesday night, Xavier took on St. John’s on the
road. The Musketeers lost 8363. Sophomore guard Leilani
Correa had 20 points for SJU.
At this point in the season, the
Musketeers’ record stands at
7-13, which is already a twoNewswire SKRWRE\'HVPRQG)LVFKHU
game improvement over last
;DYLHUZRPHQ·VEDVNHWEDOOVWDUWHGRIIWKHÀUVWOHJRIWKHLU%LJ(DVWURDGWULSDWEHDWLQJ*HRUJHWRZQ year.
EHIRUHIDOOLQJDW9LOODQRYDDQG6W-RKQ·V;DYLHULVFXUUHQWO\RQWKHVHDVRQZLWKDPDWFKXSRQ)ULGD\
They next play Seton Hall
which ultimately made the Xavier was coming off of a a different story for Xavier, tomorrow night, also on the
difference in the game.
rough 22% from the field. The who fended off the George- road. That matchup will take
Heading into overtime, extra period turned out to be town comeback with a 60% place at 1:00 p.m.

XU Swimming dominates invite

Both teams took first place at the 13th annual Butler Invitational
B Y J OE L AURICH
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Xavier men’s and women’s
swimming teams both came
in first place at last weekend’s
Butler Invitational, with 32
top-three finishes in the meet.
The win was the first invitational win for both the
men’s and women’s teams
this season, and it was done
in dominant fashion by both
teams.
On the women’s side,
sophomore Kali Fischer won
the 200m backstroke, while
juniors Hannah Pugh and
Brooke Atkins took second
and third respectively. Fischer also picked up two second
place finishes for Xavier, while
also earning second as a member of a relay team along with
Pugh, Atkins and senior Lydia
Schaeffer.
Sophomore Clara Keiser
also picked up a win in the
500m freestyle, while freshman Mary Sweetman finished
second. The women finished
with a total of 824 points, 100
3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIJR[DYLHUFRP
more points than the second ;DYLHU VZLPPLQJ VZHSW WKH %XWOHU ,QYLWDWLRQDO ZLWK ERWK PHQ·V DQG ZRPHQ·V WHDP WDNLQJ ÀUVW SODFH 7KH
place finisher.
0XVNHWHHUVKDYHRQHPRUHPDWFKOHIWEHIRUHWKH\KHDGWRWKH%LJ(DVW&KDPSLRQVKLSVLQ1<LQODWH)HEUXDU\
As for the men, junior AnThe Big East Swimming
The 200m relay team of and junior Ethan Wing findrew Martin won both the Martin, Quon, graduate stu- ished second.
and Diving Championships
200m and 500m freestyle, dent Christian Thomas and
Xavier will travel to Oxford, will take place Feb. 23 to Feb.
while senior Ben Quon won freshman Ethan Saunders Ohio this weekend to face off 26 in East Meadow, N.Y.
the 200m backstroke. Junior finished third in the 200m against the Miami RedHawks.
The win was the first inviJon Bernard paced the field in medley. The 400m relay team Xavier’s matchup against Mi- tiational win for both teams
the 200m breaststroke, win- composed of Martin, Thom- ami is their last meet before this season, and it was done in
ning with a time of 2:04.80.
dominant fashion.
as, freshman Gage Hannewyk the Big East Championships.

Sports
Banter
Bye Bye Brady
Tom Brady finally retired
from the NFL after 22
years. He won’t be missed
by NFL fans of 30 teams.
Patriots fans will continue
to nuzzle their Brady jerseys while they cry themselves to sleep thinking
about the day he left them.
Commanders are big
business
After the Washington
Football Team announced
their name change to Washington Commanders, it was
reported that Commanders
jerseys were the highestselling on Fanatics. Now
that Daniel Snyder knows
that rebranding your team
could make a buck or two,
expect Washington to
rebrand every three years
or so.
USMNT bounces back
After a brutal 2-0 loss to
Canada, the U.S. Men’s National Soccer Team bounced
back with a 3-0 win over
Honduras on Wednesday
night. Weston McKennie,
Walker Zimmerman and
Christian Pulisic all netted
goals for the Americans,
who are inching closer to
clinching a World Cup
berth.
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EncantNO: The latest Miranda flop
B Y T REVOR T IEMEYER
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Welcome to the next mainstream animated work by
Lin-Manuel Miranda. Unfortunately, Miranda was unable
to convince Disney to let him
voice a character, let alone
have a cameo.
As someone who really enjoys Miranda’s work, I
was excited for Encanto, but I
cannot help but feel let down.
The music was composed
well; however, the storyline
and value of the songs are
not fulfilling.
My biggest problem with
the movie is the plot. I understand that not all movies need
to follow the hero’s journey,
but Encanto strays a little too
far.
The climax and return occur within the last 10 minutes
of the movie, leaving little
time for any progress or actual development of character.
For starters, a lot of the
interactions between the storie’s main character Mirabel
and her family make it seem
as if they have never interacted before. The opening is
excused due to the necessity

of context for the plot. After
that, it becomes difficult to believe.
I mean, do we really believe
that Mirabel never noticed
that Isabella was miserable being perfect or that Luisa was
under tremendous pressure in
her 15 years of existence?
She also speaks of Bruno as
if she never knew him. However, Bruno confirms that he
left after her gift ceremony.
Yet, this happens when they
turn five — so she had no interactions with Bruno during
any of her first five years?
This is only one of the major flaws with the film. Another issue is the purpose of
some songs. I love most of
them, but others are just not
pertinent.
Some of the songs are remarkable and move the plot
of the story along effectively.
“We Don’t Talk About Bruno” allows us to learn history about many of the main
characters and the situation
into which Bruno was placed.
However, we do not understand the power of these
words until we meet Bruno
later.
On the other hand, there
are songs like “Surface Pres-

Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org

sure.” Although it is probably
in my top three songs, it adds
zilch to the story. The song
is catchy and relatable, but it
does not progress the plot. It
is just there, being ineffective.
The movie is not all bad.
It is one movie in the right
direction for Disney. Cultural
diversity and social issues are
things that Disney has struggled with for years. Many
people have shared their joy,
for either themselves or their
children, of having a Disney
“princess” who resembles
them.
Another well done point
is the narrative’s moral: the

Opinion: Joss Whedon,
The King of the Nerds
B Y B EN T HOMSON
6WDৼ:ULWHU
There was once a time
when writer/director Joss
Whedon ruled the world.
Early in his career, hits like
Buffy the Vampire Slayer and
Angel skyrocketed the young
showrunner into the stratosphere of geek godhood. Even
his failures like Firefly and
Dollhouse grew cult followings
in his legion of loyal fans.
This success gave him opportunities to dream bigger
than he ever thought, allowing him to direct The Avengers, perhaps one of the biggest
and most successful films of
the 21st century. In 2012, everybody wanted to be Whedon. Now, in 2022, he’s the
last person you’d ever hope to
be.
In 2017, an essay was published by Whedon’s ex-wife,
Kai Cole. Cole chronicled her
husband’s multiple affairs
with other women, as well as
his years of gaslighting and
hypocrisy. Whedon, an outspoken feminist, lost the director’s chair on Batgirl as a
result.
Then, in 2021, multiple
people who worked with
Whedon came forward with
their own stories of abusive
conduct on the set of his films.
Spearheaded by Justice League
actor Ray Fisher, stories of
Whedon’s
condescending,

importance of family. This
is found in the juxtaposition
from the first to last songs. It
is first presented as: “This is
my family, a perfect constellation; so many stars and everybody gets to shine.” This puts
the emphasis on the character’s individual gifts, rather
than the characters.
However, near the end, we
get this line: “But the stars
don’t shine, they burn. And
the constellations shift. I
think it’s time you learn, you
are more than just your gift.”
This grants us a heart-tugging message about the family and how much they have

grown — over the course of
two days, of course.
However, there is no explanation as to how the sudden
growth occurs. Mirabel and
Abuela hug, and everything is
perfect? She now understands
that she has emotionally gaslit her family for generations?
And everyone is just OK with
this? She has terrorized them
for years, apologizes once and
everything is just peachy?
I understand the need for
a happy ending in a Disney
movie, but it also gives children who are victims of that
type of emotional trauma
the idea that they need to be
forgiving, and it permits any
parent who relates to Abuela to think that they can just
apologize and everything will
be chill.
Don’t get me wrong, the
movie was promising and has
some good parts, but it concludes too fast.
I would have liked to see a
conversation with the triplets
and Abuela, specifically Bruno.
Overall, I would rate it a
three out of five. It does its
job as a stepping stone for
diversity in Disney, but they
still have a long way to go.

A&E SINGLES

B Y E MILY C ROFT
6WDৼ:ULWHU

sexist and sometimes violent
behavior on set came to light,
tarnishing the name of the
once-beloved screenwriter.
In 2022, Whedon participated in a profile with Vulture magazine, attempting to
heal his image and refute the
claims made by Fisher. It did
the exact opposite.
There’s no denying Joss
Whedon’s career has come
to an end. He’s since been removed from every project to
which his name was attached,
and his reputation will forever be associated with that of
an abusive, hypocritical manchild. However, it is for that
exact reason Whedon is still
the king of the nerds.
There’s nothing more poisonous than nerd culture. The
21st century explosion of superhero films, sci-fi epics and
fantastical tales into pop culture should have resulted in

Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org

these properties forming an
inclusive fanbase for all. Instead, it became more exclusive. Hyper-fanboys resistant
to any change took control
and began the seemingly endless culture war over representation in film and television.
Survivors of the Ghostbusters discourse in 2016 may
remember the targeted harassment campaign against star
Leslie Jones, whose personal
website was hacked to display
racist images and private photos of the actress. Who could
forget the nuclear fallout that
was the release of Star Wars:
The Last Jedi, a film whose
biggest detractors chased actress Kelly Marie Tran off the
internet for simply existing in
a Star Wars film. And that’s to
say nothing of the many mini
temper tantrums grown men
throw over writers trying to

 Aquaman star Jason Momoa
joined the Fast and Furious franchise (Jan. 28).
 Spotify decided to add a content
advisory to podcasts discussing
COVID-19 (Jan. 30).
 Rihanna officially announced
her first pregnancy with rapper
A$AP Rocky (Jan. 31).
 Machine Gun Kelly changed the
name of his new album after
getting it tattooed with Travis
Barker (Jan. 31).
 The Walking Dead actor Moses J.
Moseley passed away at the age
of 31 (Jan. 31).
do anything to create a character for non-White, straight,
cisgender men.
Whedon is by no means the
cause of nerd culture’s current state. It is fitting, however, that the man who once
dominated Comic-Con is a
hypocritical, sexist manipulator. The man who uses femi-

nist ideals to have multiple affairs with coworkers. The man
who consciously decides to cut
the Black lead of a superhero film down to a supporting
role. The man who marketed
himself as “the relatable nerd
director.” Joss Whedon, the
once and future king of the
nerds.
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The New York Times announced on Monday that it
was buying Wordle, a viral
word game which has seen
a huge rise in popularity the
past few months.
The game was created by
Josh Wardle, a software engineer from Brooklyn, who
created the game for his wife.
The basis of the game is that
players have six chances to
guess a five letter word. Letters guessed correctly appear
green, while letters which are
in the word but belong in a
different spot are yellow.
Wordle was launched in
October 2021 and had over
300,000 users within three
months. That number is now
in the millions. The Times’
acquisition of Wordle reflects
the importance the Times
places on its growing catalog of word games, including
its own famous crossword as
well as games such as Spelling
Bee and Letter Boxed, which
require a subscription to play.
The newspaper has set themselves a goal of 10 million
digital subscribers by 2025,
an objective they hope to aid
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Dueling duets
at Dana Gardens

Oh Word? Times
buys word game
B Y G RACE H AMILTON
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with the purchase of Wordle.
The deal was reportedly seven figures, an amount
which reflects Wordle’s sudden and substantial rise to
prominence, as well as the
Times’ desire for its ownership. The company stated,
“The Times remains focused
on becoming the essential
subscription for every English-speaking person seeking to understand and engage
with the world. New York
Times Games are a key part
of that strategy.”
While many players of the
game were happy to see Wardle financially profit from his
creation, some have concerns
over how it will be handled
now that it has been sold. Part
of Wordle’s appeal was that
it was on an ad-free website,
with no corporate oversight.
Now, some fans fear that the
game will be overrun with ads
or placed behind a paywall
like the Times’ crossword and
other games.
The Times has said that the
game will initially be free to
play, but the wording of this
statement has left some users
with questions of if it will remain so.

Everyone’s favorite local
dive, Dana Gardens, has a new
weekly event: karaoke, every
Tuesday night at 9 p.m. This
Newswire reporter was given
the task of seeing if it lived
up to the hype.
I’ve heard word that these
karaoke nights can go kind
of crazy. So, when I arrived
at Dana’s Tuesday night, the
first thing I did was down
a Hershel — I’d need some
liquid confidence just in case
I was pulled on stage. Sufficiently buzzed, I headed out
to the back patio to join the
festivities.
It was completely empty.
Tables lined the walls, but no
one sat at them. Music was
blaring, but no one was dancing. The DJ just sat in the
corner, all alone. It was pretty
awkward, so I left the room.
I waited around to see if
things would pick up. At one
point, I heard someone singing, so I quickly ran back in.
It was the DJ. I guess he got
tired of waiting around. He
had a crazy voice, though.
Eventually, some students
did actually start show up.
Around 10:30, groups en-

tered the patio, but none of
them sang — except for one
brave soul: the famed Ben Leraris. He performed “Driver’s
License” by Olivia Rodrigo.
It kind of brought the mood
down, but at least he was trying.
I was getting ready to
leave, disappointed, when I
thought I might as well get a
quote from Leraris for my article. To my surprise, the man
was ecstatic:
“It’s a good place to hang
out with friends,” he told me,
“I love it!”
Maybe I misjudged karaoke
night. I was disappointed it
wasn’t as rowdy as the stories
let on, but I still had fun being
serenaded by Ben and the DJ.
I may even stop by again next
week. Why don’t you join
me, dear reader? I’ll get you
a Herschel if you bring me a
copy of this article.
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FKA Twigs does it again with her newest album

Staff member Griffin Brammer shares his thoughts on CAPRISONGS’ tunes

B Y G RIFFIN B RAMMER
Digital Communications
Manager
While FKA Twigs is perhaps best known for her slow,
melodic songs that blur the
lines between electronic hyper pop and avant-garde the
opening track, “ride the dragon,” makes it clear that the listener is in for the unexpected.
The song starts out familiar
enough with its lo-fi beat and
Twigs’ slow, falsetto vocals
building upon the background
vocals. Soon, the bass drops,
and Twigs bursts into a fastpaced, energetic performance
accompanied by the sound
of flute and Asian-inspired
strings.
There’s still enough of
Twigs in this song for it to be
recognizable, such as her esoteric choir of background vocals over the titular lyric and
the reverberating closing lines
at the end. From this opening
number, however, it’s clear we
are in for a whole new side of
Twigs.
Something to note about
CAPRISONGS is the number
of featured artists accompanying Twigs throughout. The
second song, “Honda”, is no
exception, featuring Pa Salieu.
While Salieu’s stark British
accent is slightly jarring at

best during his rap verse, it is
Twigs’ voice that is perhaps
most surprising. Right off the
bat, she replaces her signature airy, angelic tone with a
smoother, more sensual voice
that at times sounds akin to
that of other female pop power players like Doja Cat.
Unfortunately,
Salieu’s
underwhelming addition remains much the same for
the rest of the features, with
there being not much to really
write home about compared
to Twigs’ new style of vocals.
Even the biggest feature
on the album, The Weeknd,
delivered a less-than-memorable addition to the song
“tears in the club.” In theory,
both artists’ histories of melodic harping and impressive
vocal range would make a musical match made in heaven.
However, with Twigs trying
a new sound for this album, it
almost feels like The Weeknd
is toning it down to match her
energy.
Ultimately, “tears in the
club” is an objectively good
song, and it truly shines when
Twigs returns to her bassbacked falsettos. Otherwise, it
feels too safe and too “Top 50,”
considering Twigs’ history of
breaking musical boundaries.
For me, one of the best
songs off the album comes in
the form of “lightbeamers,” as

Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org

it combines the best of both
old and new Twigs. Musically, it contains much of the
same composition and pacing
as traditional Twigs with the
same obvious experimental
elements that made LP1 and
MAGDALENE so iconic.
However, the song is blended perfectly to match Twigs’
new vocal aesthetic, and it
truly highlights the aesthetic
in a way that pushes it to the
forefront and makes it stand

out just as uniquely as her old
sound. Mixed with snippets
of that hauntingly-beautiful
falsetto she’s become known
for, this song makes for a much
better introduction to the new
Twigs than any previous song
on the album.
CAPRISONGS is an album
of healing. Twigs is done with
the heartbreak of her MAGDALENE era and is moving
on to a time of self love and
exploration. While I com-

mend her for that, I wish that
didn’t come at the expense of
losing what made Twigs such
a boundary-breaker. This album feels almost too safe —
a more digestible electronic
album for newer fans of the
genre.
All hope is not lost though,
and the second half slowly
starts to feel like a fresh take
on classic Twigs and is a must
listen for longtime fans, even
if just once.
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What’s Your Discussion Board Style?
Discussion boards: We all know about them. Do we do them? Eh, sometimes. Obviously,
there are a ton of ways to respond, but what does your response say about you?

xaviernewswire.com
Aries: Don’t put your money on
the Bengals or the Rams winning
the Super Bowl. Instead, put your
money on no one showing up to
class on Monday, no matter who
wins.
Taurus: Don’t get mad at Xavier

for calling a remote day instead
of a full-on snow day; they call it
a remote day because there’s not
even a remote chance anyone does
any work.

Gemini: You’re like apple pie:

Ol’ Reliable: If the post needs to be 300, you’re right at 300. The professor suggests
500 words? You’re right there. You don’t go below expectations, but you certainly don’t
exceed them. You’re content with being painfully mediocre. You’re like food with no
seasoning — somewhat tolerable.
The Novelist: Your response leaves Leo Tolstoy and Ernest Hemingway shaking in their
graves. Why write a measly few hundred words when you can fit an entire two-page
paper into a weekly discussion post? Hell, it might as well be a dissertation for a PhD
you just tossed into your first discussion post of the year. Hate to break it to you, but
your teacher isn’t giving brownie points out for the most B.S. put on Canvas. However,
you do have a good shot at taking home the gold in pretentiousness at this winter’s
Olympics.
First Responder: You have to beat everyone to the punch, doing any post as soon as it’s
available. I don’t know what keeps you motivated (or scared), but YOU scare me.
Whether it’s time management or anxiety, please stay away from me. You’re probably
the same person who reminds the teacher to collect homework or about due dates
when they forget. Narc.
No Responder: …
The Buzzer Beater: Thrill junkie. That’s all you are. Four hundred milligrams of caffeine 10 minutes before the deadline and voila, you have a post done and dealt with. I
don’t know what’s more surprising: your lack of heart palpitations or the fact that your
internet never screws you over. (Seriously, Xavier’s Wi-Fi cuts out seemingly based on
its mood, so that’s some witchcraft or something). Anyways, keep up the caffeine thing.
I’m sure your heart LOVES you drinking enough
coffee and Bang to kill a full-grown horse.
Below Bare Minimum: Well, you do the post… kind of. I mean, you’ll push a few
lazily-written sentences across the finish line just to say you did it. It’s better than nothing, but only ever so slightly better than nothing. The bar was low, but you seem to like
limbo.
Whether you spew seven pages or a few sentences (or don’t respond to them at all), the
dreaded discussion post still exists. Maybe looking at this will help you
remember to do your posts (or not, doesn’t matter to me).

Sure, you’re OK, but a little overrated. Be more like pumpkin pie:
delicious, unique, voluptuous,
underrated.

Cancer: Watch out for creepy

door-to-door salesmen who like
to hock their goods around Norwood. If you open your door and
see little girls holding boxes of
cookies, SLAM that sh*t in their
DISGUSTING, little faces before
they can scam you.

Leo: Don’t go to karaoke at Dana’s. The guy who runs it has a
much better voice than you and
will show you up every time.

Virgo: You can run, and you can

hide, but you can never escape
your friend who wants you to sign
up for Community Action Day.

Libra: Join the Xavier Orchestra.

They desperately need a new viola
player; the last one was killed in a
violing accident.

Scorpio: Xavier is going to send
you a hefty fine unless you buy a
parking pass for that dump truck
ass you’ve got.

Sagittarius: Just because some-

thing is free doesn’t mean it’s
good. Take, for example, the free
charging stations in GSC: there are
three of them, and exactly zero of
them work.

Capricorn: Russian/Ukraine

tension is heating up, but you
could cool down the situation if
you convince Putin to watch the
new season of Euphoria. He will
see a lot of himself in Cassie.

Aquarius: Do not wish death

upon your enemies; instead, wish
that they give birth to a centipede
and go broke buying shoes.

Pisces: If you ever feel down,

remember that you are perfect and
made in God’s image. Unless you’re
left-handed, of course, in which
case you were gestated in a tube by
Left-Hand Larry in his lab.

